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Northern Computers new WIN-PAK 2.0 RELEASE 3 is the
most comprehensive access control software in the industry.
WIN-PAK 2.0s state-of-the-art features provide powerful
solutions for your day-to-day access control concerns.
Northern Computers understands that protecting your
business is a top priority. You will feel comfortable
knowing your company is secure when you use WIN-PAK 2.0.

Operating System
WIN-PAK 2.0 is a true 32-bit, three-tier application
that runs under Windows 2000, NT 4.0, 98 or 95.
When operating under Windows 2000 or NT 4.0, the
server components load as a service placing them
under the control of the computer administrator only.
For large applications, WIN-PAK 2.0s multi-threading
design takes advantage of the power that a multiple
processor computer provides. Whether you use a
stand-alone or networked system, WIN-PAK 2.0 is
your solution.
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Control doors, alarms, cameras, inputs, outputs, and
view the status of devices and communications from
WIN-PAK 2.0s Floor Plan View. Operators can control
the pan, tilt and zoom of cameras within the Floor
Plan, see the entire floor plan at a glance, or link to
the detailed Floor Plan View. Operators can link to
floor plans of different departments, different floors
of a building or a floor plan of an entirely different
building. With Northern Computers WIN-PAK 2.0,
operators can view multiple floor plans on the
computer screen simultaneously.
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WIN-PAK 2.0 provides companies with complete
control. You can filter system events to the appropriate
operators. Additionally, you can restrict operators so they only view
and acknowledge activities in their defined areas. Operators may
then route alarms to a specific operator for appropriate action.
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Gone are the days of keeping track of just an employee's name,
address and phone number. Today, companies track names of
spouses and children, emergency medical information, license plate
number(s), eye and hair color and shared information such as hire
date, department and supervisor. To make this task easier, WIN-PAK
2.0 provides up to 40 user definable note fields per card holder.
Operators can create tabs and organize the card holder
database to accommodate the information required.
With WIN-PAK 2.0, each operator can be assigned
access to only those fields necessary to perform the
job. A human resource user may be able to see all 40
note fields, but the third shift security guard may only
see a card holder's name, photo and specific
department. Your personnel department can utilize the
card database to enhance employee profile
information.

Badging
Unlike other access control products, WIN-PAK 2.0
includes badging as part of the standard software
package. WIN-PAK 2.0 badging includes full-featured
badge layout capability allowing you to create and
customize your own badges. ID imaging can also be
used to track employee assets by including a picture of
the asset along with the card holder. Features include:
multiple images (up to 99) per layout, up to 99
signatures, magnetic stripe encoding to three tracks,
barcoding, image ghosting, high resolution digital
images, photo cropping and batch printing of cards.
Images can be captured in real-time with a camera and
printed in a multitude of sizes.

 Operating Systems supported - Windows 2000 Professional,
Server, Advance Server (Service Pack I). NT 4.0 (Service Pack 6a),
98 SE and 95c
 Quick Start Configuration Wizard saves time
 Direct TCP/lP reduces the number of required COM ports
 Database backup scheduler and restore utility
 Larger, more powerful database engine - MSDE
 Database limits and capacities (database size and hard
disk free space warning)
 Updated control map adds clarity when monitoring the system
 Integrated CCTV control
 Video imaging and card badging
 Badging supports live capture and digital imports
 Up to 7,936 readers (direct connect)
 Tracking and mustering report/monitoring
 Card holder locate
 Card activation/deactivation by day, month and year
 Guard tours by card reader or contact point
 Auto-card pop-up displays cardholder information
 Auto-alarm pop-up while working in other applications
 Two-sided card printing
 Magnetic stipe encoding
 Badge barcode integration
 Host grant
 Up to 255 modems in a modem pool for remote site
management
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